Name of the Gallery

Threestar Gallery
Part of the space inside the shop Three Star Kyoto has been converted into a gallery.

Details

The gallery has been moved to the leftmost space on the second floor of the shop, and utilized for various activities.
Three Star Gallery can be used as a selling area as well.
Student discounts have been incorporated into our fee tables, so that students can also use the gallery easily.
Please feel free to ask us for viewing at any time within our shop hours.
You can ask our staffs for the details by emails and/or calls.
Please do never miss this opportunity.
Mimatsu Kaikan, 583-2 Nakanocho, Shijo-agaru, Shin-kyogoku-dori, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

Contact

604-8042 JAPAN
Shop hours: 11:00 to 20:00
The person in charge: Mr Kudo
Email:
Tel: 075-746-5903
URL:

Photo of the Gallery
Floor Plan of the Gallery
Gallery A
Service Spaces

Gallery B
Gallery C
Gallery A: 40 A

Capacitance

Gallery B: 40 A
Gallery C: 40 A

Lighting

Spotlights

Carry-In Entrance

Carry-In Entrance at the First Floor; Delivery by Vehicles Could Be Allowed Only If Consulted

Stock Room

Available

Staff Room

Available

Exclusive Parking Lot

Nil

Available Equipment

Wire, simple equipment, chairs and three flat stands for Gallery C
*Depending on your plan, the other fixtures for display, mannequins and torsos are available for use as well.
In case that your application should fall under one or more of the followings, we would decline to accept your application. In addition, we would cancel your application even after acceptance:
Any act that violates public order and morality generally accepted in Japan, and/or laws and regulations of Japan
Any act that commits nuisances to the surrounding environment and/or the others
Any act of bringing in any ignitable things, explosive and/or hazardous substances, and/or that damages the facilities and/or equipment
In case that the contents of your application turn out to be false
Any religious act, inclusive of propagation

Cancellation Clause

Any transfer of the right to use and/or sublease to the third party
Any other occasion that we judge is inappropriate for purposes of management and/or administration
*In case that we would suffer a loss due to one or more of the reasons abovementioned, whole amount of the loss shall have to be compensated by the applicant.
Since the establishment is a complex one consisting of a number of parties, you shall have to inform us of the details of the music events, audio equipment and/or BGM, in order to prevent
sound leakage from the using space.
Please be advised that we would set a limit sound volume, in order to prevent sound leakage to the other floors and/or neighborhood.
Please be informed that we would cancel the ongoing event, in case that the contents of the program would be different from the preliminary agreement on the sound.
Please make arrangements in detail with the person in charge regarding schedule, venue setup and/or equipment, etc, by two weeks before you shall use the gallery.
Please consult with us if you shall hold the event with food and drink, since you may not eat and drink in certain gallery.
Please appoint one of you as a person in charge during the period of usage inclusive of setup and takeaway, in order to prevent accidents and smooth administration.

NB

We would ask you for entire compensation in case that you would damage the establishment, facilities and/or equipment.
We would not be held responsible without gross negligence for any injury and/or death, theft cases and/or damage of things during the period of usage.
You may bring in food and drink only after the preliminary agreement in the point of view of hygiene.
You may prepare to cook in the preparation room for a fee. No open flame out of the preparation room.
You may sell goods only if the person in charge would give you permission in advance.

Gallery A / B

Gallery C

All of use

Period of use

２W

４W

２W

４W

２W

４W

Charge

¥40,000

¥60,000

¥40,000

¥60,000

¥50,000

¥80,000

Student discount

¥25,000

¥40,000

¥25,000

¥40,000

¥30,000

¥50,000

It can be used as marketing space as well as gallery.
※The consultation shall be required if you majorly intend to focus on sale in a daily basis or for more than four weeks.

Please note that cancellation fee incur from the
establishment date of reservation.
In case of 60 days before the date of use…30%
Cancellation of from 59 to 30 days before the date of use…50%
Cancellation of from 29 days before the date of use to the day…full amount of usage charge
If our facility cannot be available due to natural disaster or unexpected accidents which are free for an applicant, total used amount shall be refunded. However, regarding all of the damages
caused to the applicant for this, compensation shall not be recovered from our facility.
Payment
Your usage charge shall be paid with the full amount in advance. We request you to make a payment at where we designate within 14 days from the establishment date of reservation.
If the receipt of your usage charge (as well as the option fee) is required, kindly receive it on the date of use after the period of exhibition is finished. Kindly tell one of our staff members if you
wish to issue a receipt.
If your usage charge isn't transferred within 14 days from the establishment date of reservation, please note that we may have other users use preferentially.

